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111. On the Completeness o Modified Wave Operators

By Hitoshi KITADA
Ministry of Health and Welfare

(Communicated by K6saku YOSIDA, M. J. A., Oct. 12, 1976)

The purpose of the present paper is to give a brief account of a
proof of the completeness of modified wave operators for long-range
scattering.

Let J(--L(R), N>_I and put

(1) H ---1A 1 v 3Zj--1 /3x H2----- H1 + V,
2 2

where V= V(x). denotes the long-range potential satisfying
( 2 ) [3V(x)lK_C(l+[x[)-- with 1>/>1/2, C>0
for k 0, 1, 2, .. Here 3 denotes any k-th order partial differentiation
in x. Then, H, and H are self-adjoint operators in d(. For the pair

H and H., the existence of the modified wave operators

( 3 ) W;=s-lim e’e-’-x(), X(t)=- V(s)ds. ,
t

was proved by Alsholm-Kato [1] and Buslaev-Matveev [2] (cf. also [7]),
where denotes the Fourier transform in . Our problem is to prove
the completeness of W. By definition W is complete if (W)=,,
where, is the absolutely continuous subspace of H and (T) de-
notes the range of an operator T. To prove this, we shall use the
stationary modified wave operatorsW constructed in [6] and the results
of Ikebe [4] (or Sait5 [9], [10]). (Here and in the sequel, F=[a, b],
0 a b , is arbitrarily fixed.) For simplicity, we restrict ourselves
to considering only W in the following, for W9 can be dealt with
similarly.

We first summarize those results of [6], [7] and [4] which we need
in the sequel.

Theorem 1 (cf. [6] and [7]). Let W be as in (3) and let W be
the stationary modified wave operator constructed in [6]. Then"

( ) W=WE,(F), where Ey, is the absolutely continuous part
of the spectral measure associated with H (]=1, 2).

(ii) For any x e, y e and Borel subsets d, d of F,

( 4 ) (WE,(A)x, E,(d)y)=[ e(z; y)dz.
J

Here =-(C(R--(O})) and =L](R)L(R, (1 + I)’d),

1) Recently, Ikebe also proved the completeness of modified wave operators
in a way somewhat different from ours (private communication).
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(1 61 +min 2--1being fixed as - -( 5 ) 2/(/)=l.i.m. G/(/+ i,)x in L(F 2)) for x e
+

where
G (z) (H-z)S+ (z),

(6)
[S/(z)=i _[; e_X(t)et(_n,)dt

for Im z0 (as to the existence of the limit in (5), see [6], Proposition
2.3); and

(7) e(p; u,v)-- 1
--(i (R(/+ iO)u--R(g--iO)u, v),

for u, ve:2. Here R(/+_iO)u--limRj(/+_i,)u exist in L_(RN) by
+0

Ikebe-Sait6 [5] (Rj(z)--(H--z)-1, Im z=/=0, ]--1,2).
Theorem 2 (due to Ikebe [4]). Let ]= 1 or 2.
(i) For every/0 there exists a bounded operator ](/) from

L](R) into =L2(S-1) satisfying the following conditions"
(a) For any u, v e L](R),

( 8 ) e(; u, v)=((z)u, ()v).
(b) For any u e L](R), there exists a positive sequence {r} such

that r--c (k--c) and

(,;()u)
( 9 ) =-/(2/)/t lira (, r(-)/e?(,’)(R(t+ iO)u)(r .))

for any e , where

(10) t; (r, ) Vlr,

for r O and o e S-.
(ii) Let us define

(11) (u)(/)=](l)u for [>O and u eL](RN).
Then can be extended to a partially isometric operator from
onto --L2((0, c); h) with the initial set (,c and the extended
satisfies ]E,c(B)--;z) for any Borel subset B of (0, c), where
denotes the characteristic function for B. Furthermore put

(12) j,f--+* ](p)*f(p)dp for f e (, B(O, c), 0 e B.

Then, ,* is a partially isometric operator from if( into J( with
the initial set L(B;) and the final set (,(B) and satisfies ,*
--(]E,(B))*. Here (,(B)--E,a(B)(.

Using ], we can define the ollowing partially isometric operator
in
(13) W(F)=2*:E,c(F).
By (ii)o Theorem 2, the initial and final sets of WI(F) are
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and (,(F), respectively. Thus if we can prove that W,=W(F),
then by (i) of Theorem 1, _(WE,([’))--,_,(F). From this it
can be easily seen that (W)=,, since ,=,((0, )),
=,((0, )) and =[a, b], O(ab, is arbitrary.

To prove W=W(F), we prepare the following theorem.
Theorem 3. For any x , we have

(14) +()+(p)=(p)x for a.e. 0.
A complete proof of this theorem will be published later. Here

we must be content with the comment that Theorem 3 can be proved
under condition (2) in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2.4 of
HSrmander [3] using (5) and (9).

Now let us prove W=W(F). Let x e, y e2 and ,
be fixed. By (ii) of Theorem 1 and (i) of Theorem 2, we have

(15) (WE,()x, E,(2)y)=[ (()2+(Z), (Z)y)d.
dJNJ

By Theorem 3 and (ii) o Theorem 2, this becomes equal to

(6) _.(()x, (Z)y)adz= (ff()’2()[()x,

(N,()*N,(A)z,)
((F)N,()z,,().

hus from he fae ha {N,(A)I , A F} is a fundamental
subse of ,(P), we have W3=W(F). herefore, gogether wih
the consideration mentioned jus before heorem , we have obtained
he following heorem.

Theorem 4. W; are eomplete.
Our roof mentioned above uses the completeness o W(F) and

hence (ii) of heorem 2. Bu i is ossible to rove heorem 4 only
by using (i) of heorem 2 and o prove more refined and somewha
sronger results han wha we have roved above. hese results will
be treated in subsequent ublieations together with a complete roof
o heorem g under a condition milder han (2). In conclusion, we
add a eommen ha no short-range erurbaion does harm he com-
pleteness of W; (see e.g. Lavine [81).
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